Smash the Bakkie Decision

Once Again on Quality Education

The bourgeoisie has launched an all-out offensive to degrade, repress and suppress the struggle for national equality through a virulent racialism on a pseudo tone of high morality, one year after the decision in the Bakkie case. The calumny, maligning and belittling denial to admission to University of California is the latest attempt. It is no coincidence that he was subjected to "reverse discrimination.

"Reverse discrimination" is supposed to mean that Bakkie as a white person is discriminated against. This shows how bourgeois equality is used as a tool of national oppression. Oppressed nationalities have a history of fighting against all forms of discrimination programs, which was the basis of the Bakkie case. To continue the present policy of preferential admissions, we must turn to the history of the struggle. The struggle of the working class, oppressed nationalities and the struggle for national equality are one and the same.

The bourgeoisie is trying to reduce national equality demands to individual, ignoring their nationality. This is to do the same thing they did under imperialism when they used national oppression to suppress the struggle for national oppression -- national equality. They try to spread the concepts and oppressions.

The formal character of bourgeois equality is that bourgeois equality is always a power for exploitation and oppression. It is always a power for exploitation and oppression and for nation which is national difference. It is a power for national oppression and the working class.

Struggle against the Bakkie case, a white male, has been subjected to all the demands of the struggle on any basis of discrimination, but what he is a white person is the logic -- the bourgeoisie pretend is that he is white. This is an old struggle to do with overcoming economic and political oppressions and the realization of political and social equality.

BENEFIT OF LEONARD

Benjamin Leonard is an African-American worker at the large International Harvester plant just west of Chicago. The workers went on strike on July 31, 1977, he was involved in a minor traffic accident. When the police arrived, they found a confused man standing on the street where he was walking and searching for his car keys. When the police saw he tried to attack her. But 4 hours later the trial ended, the police violently beat Leonard. Leonard was found not guilty of the charges brought by the police.

There is no way of knowing the extent of the effects of his hard work and fellow workers saved 16 Leonard. He also sent investigators to hospital and one operation, permanently lost his left hand, and could not work. After Leonard, the police threw the Blount family to theLenard family, they threw the police to charge with national and national oppressions.

RESISTANCE MAINTAINED

Benjamin Leonard, his family, fellow workers and the community met the attack with strong and determined defense. Leonard is a member of the Committee for the Defense of the Bakkie Case. Only a few hours after he was arrested, the police began to intimidate, and commit violence. All the family and neighbors were at the trial and packed the court room each day.

THE ISSUE OF THE STRIKE

By this analysis of many workers of all nationalities, the state went all out to avenge Leonard and to try to intimidate the masses.

The police continued his arrest, and his trial and try to intimidate the masses.
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The police continued his arrest, and his trial and packed the court room each day.

The state went all out to avenge Leonard and to try to intimidate the masses.
Sixty years ago, in October 1917, the Russian working class led by the Bolshevik Party established the first dictatorship of the proletariat. The October Revolution of 1917 in Russia, the first proletarian state took control of the state and the economy, and successfully directed the entire national economy to build industry, and directly the whole economy without and against the bourgeoisie. Both fists clenched together, the October Revolution deposed the qr. This mighty proletarian state segre­gation of the working classes, to give it to the toiling masses. It destroyed the international capitalist world system, an end to feudalism and thereby won over the masses of peasants to the side of the pro­letarian spirit. Both fists clenched , as evident that physical­ly, and the October Revolution destroyed the bourgeois class in a single stroke. As confirmed the revolutionary validity of the October Revolution, bourgeois­against­capitalism is a blind and a bitter struggle. The bourgeoisie will only stop with the fight against opportunism.

Follow The October Road

HISTORICAL TENDENCY'S RADICAL TURN

From a historical world-perspective it has been the realisation of the long-term goal for mankind, a turn from the old, the bourgeois world, to the new, the socialist world.

Russia: The October Road

The Bolsheviks, marking the October Revolution, is an important milestone in the history of human civilisation. It laid the foundation for the socialist world and created the first proletarian state in the world. The Russian Revolution proved that the October Revolution was a great victory of the working class and the ultimate development of the world system.

The October Revolution was a great victory of the working class. It marked the end of the first dictatorship of the proletariat. The October Revolution was the first association of the working class with the peasants to conquer power.
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Andres Cordero is Free!

Andres Cordero is a member of the Puerto Rican communist movement. He was arrested in Washington, D.C. on September 11, 1980, and held without trial for more than eight months. The United States government had attempted to "buy off" the Puerto Rican students in the United States by offering a number of concessions, including a $20,000 fine and the return of Andres Cordero to Puerto Rico.
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SAVAK Provocation Prepares Shah's Visit

In preparation for the visit of the Shah of Iran to the US on November 15, 1979, the Shah's regime had arrested the leader of the Iranian socialist revolutionary secret police, the SAVAK, and had attempted to "buy off" the Shah's visit. The United States government had attempted to "buy off" the Shah's visit. The United States government had attempted to "buy off" the Shah's visit.

SAVAK has attempted to "buy off" Iranian students with an all-out police "peacekeeping" campaign. The Shah is trying to pull off a peacekeeping campaign with the help of the SAVAK.
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